
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Work 
     One has to work, but w
priorities (800613); If we
heart (780619); Too much
Work is not important - w
(821101)  
     People are now busy only
get… when do you go to wo
for us… now that doesn't 
liability on the ashram… it
your jobs, have money… mo
to earn… you have to give m
£10… such people… with 
Yoga… in a subtler way, for
money. For solving this pro
it in my sari (800927)  
     In work we should devel
awareness, by saying 'I am 
get into the Satwoguna, in 
to get up, then we should g
it's pleasure - do it with yo
not doing. But beware o
Tamoguna, if your efforts 
doing work that we don't 
this is for your training, f
that people go back to Tam
1. You are doing something,
or does not appreciate it, a
2. 'Those people are not w
others are not doing. 
3. If work is not effective 
4. If that person is working
(800517.2). 
 

ork should not be put at the top of our
 work too hard, we may catch on the
 of hard work is not good (780000);
e will not have this after some time

 doing their jobs… how much money you
rk, and all that… that's not important
mean you give up your jobs and be a
 doesn't mean that - it means you do
ney is needed for this work… you have
oney. Some are not even willing to give

them where am I going to do Sahaja
 your own betterment you have to give
blem you have to give me rice… you put

op a witness state - do it in thoughtless
not doing this work' - by this means we
the centre. If we are lethargic, unable
et into action. Work should be done for
ur heart, and don't worry if others are
f reacting, and going back to the
are not appreciated; Later on we start
like - then we develop an immunity. All
or your immunity (800517.2); The ways
oguna include:  
 and someone comes along and spoils it,
nd you get upset, you are hurt. 
orking!' - why should I do all the work,

in any way, also we can react. 
, let him work - I'll not bother 
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     People have to do so
there's nothing wrong… 
brain job… those who hav
of course there should 
agree… but that is a prob
see my servant… though 
relaxed than my husba
handwork because that 
developed… and he has m
my husband works much
brain never stops - the s
think… his energy goes to
     In India… suddenly t
must have equal rights i
are qualified or not. Now
some uneducated people
cannot bear it - suddenly
improve them… you have 
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he works with his hands, he is much more
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is all he can do… his brain is not that
uch more rest than my husband has… but
 harder than the servant, because the
ervant works with his hands… he doesn't
 his hands (800927)  
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